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Abstract
This paper is aimed at proposing a fuzzy inference mechanism to enhancing the quality of 
cognitive map-based inference. Its main virtue lies in the two mechanisms: (1) a mechanism 
for avoiding a synchronization problem which is often observed during inference process with 
traditional cognitive map, and (2) a mechanism for fuzzifying decision maker's s니bjective 
judgment. Our proposed fuzzy inference mechanism (FIM) is basically based on the 
cognitive map stratification algorithm which can stratify a cognitive map into number of strata 
and then overcome the synchronization problem s니ccessfully. Besides, the proposed FIM 
depends on fuzzy membership function which is administered by decision maker. With an 
illustrative B2B negotiation problem, we applied the proposed FIM, deducing theoretical and 
practical implications. Implementation was conducted by Matlab language.
Keywords: Cognitive map, Fuzzy inference mechanism, Synchronization problem, 

Stratification algorithm, Membership function

1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to suggest a fuzzy inference mechanism (FIM) to secure more 

flexible 그nd natural inference. For this purpose, cognitive map is used to represent decision 

maker's cognitive structure. Besides, fuzzy membership function is utilized to incorporate 

decision maker's subjective judgment about some factors involved in 그 specific decision 

making problem.

Taber (1991) has used cognitive map to model gastric-appetite behavior and popular political 

developments. The use of cognitive map has been found in various application domains such 

as analysis of electrical circuits (Styblinski & Meyer 1988), analysis and extension of graph- 

theoretic behavior (Zhang & Chen 1988), and plant control modelling (Gotoh et al. 1989). 

Refer to Kosko (1986, 1992) for an excellent reference on cognitive map. However, cognitive 

map has some drawbacks for it to be effectively applied to a lot of decision-making problems. 

Among them, we will tackle the synchronization problem in which all the values of input 
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nodes need to be specified before a final value of an output node can be obtained. If this 

problem can be overcome, then we can apply cognitive maps to a wider variety of decision

making problems. For the sake of resolving this kind of synchronization problem and 

enabling cognitive maps to be used in more various decision-making problems, we will 

suggest the stratification algorithm, and apply to a real-world problem. Another point of this 

paper is to introduce FIM where a stratified cognitive map is integrated with fuzzy 

membership function.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses the synchronization problem we 

often encounter when trying to use cognitive maps in decision-making problems. The 

stratification algorithm is alternatively proposed in section 3. Based on this stratification 

algorithm, FIM is proposed in section 4. This paper is ended with some concluding remarks 

in section 5.

2. Synchronization Problem
Cognitive map proposed by Axelrod (1976) is a signed digraph designed to capture the 

causal assertions of a person (Asher 1983) with respect to a certain domain and then use 

them in order to analyze the effects of alternative upon certain goals. Cognitive map has only 

two basic types of elements: concepts and causal beliefs. Concepts are represented as 

variables or nodes and causal beliefs as relationships among variables. Concepts of 

cognitive map can take either continuous, ordinal, or dichotomous variables, while causal 

beliefs link variables to each other and they can be either positive or negative. Variables that 

cause a change are called cause variables while those that undergo the effect of the change 

in the cause variable are called effect variables. If the causal relationship is positive, an 

increase or decrease in a cause variable causes the effect variable to change in the same 

direction. If the relationship is negative, then the change which the effect variable undergoes 

is in the opposite direction. Therefore, cognitive map is a graphical representation of 

variables as nodes and causal relationships as directed arrows between variables, thus 

constructing a signed digraph.

Fuzzy cognitive map introduced by Kosko (1986) can allow the sign assigned to each causal 

relationships to be replaced with fuzzy weights which show not only the direction, but also 

the magnitude of the change. Rjzzy cognitive maps are more specific and information rich 

than the cognitive maps. Also it is argued that cognitive map eliminate the indeterminacy 

problem of the total effect where it is not possible to determine the total effect which is the 

result of negative and positive effects (Kardaras & Kar근kostas 1999). This property of fuzzy 

cognitive map has enlarged its applicability to a wide variety of decision-making problems 

such as simulation (Fu 1991), organizational strategies modelling (Paradice 1992), support 
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for strategic problem formulation and decision analysis (Warren 1995; Heintz & Acar 1992; 

Diffenbach 1982; Fiol 1992; Eden & Ackerman 1993; Lee 1993), knowledge bases 

construction (Taber 1991; Nakamura et al. 1982), social 근nd psychological processes 

modelling (Craiger & Coovert 1994), virtual worlds behavior modelling (Dickerson & Kosko 

1994), requirements analysis in information systems (Montazemi & Conrath 1986), 

coordination of distributed cooperative agents (Zhang et al 1992), integration of marketing 

decisions 즈nd differential game (Lee et al 1998), and stock market analysis (Lee & Kim 1997).

However, despite the successful applications of cognitive m그above, there exist still a 

synchronization problem where all the values of concept nodes connecting to a specific 

concept node under consideration should be known 즈 priori before a final inference is made 

with respect to that node. Otherwise, the inference process f그ils, and decision makers cannot 

obtain inference results 즈bout that node. Let us consider a cognitive map depicted in Figure 

1 so that we can fully underst즈nd traditional inference process with cognitive map which is 

described later in two steps. The cognitive m그p in Figure 1 is based on a former US diplomat 

Henry Kissinger's article about the Middle East Peace Policy appe그red in Los Angeles 

Times (1982).

-1
Arab Fundamentalism
—(N,) «、 +1

Soviet Imperialism 
(Ni)

Arab Radicalism
(N3)

+1

Syrian Control
of Lebanese Government

(N4)

-1

+1

PLO Terrorism
(N5)

-1、- --l -1
Stability of Lebanese Government

(N6)
<Figure 1 그 Exemplar cognitive map

N\ M M M、n6

1 In this paper, we use a term cognitive map to stand for both cognitive map and fuzzy 

cognitive map.
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<Figure 2> Cause-Effect Matrix for the cognitive map in Figure 1

Traditional inference with cognitive map is based on ca니se-effect matrix like E shown in 

Figure 2. Types of nodes in cognitive map can be classified into the following three ones; 

Input node, Output node, 그nd Intermediate node. Input node is one with only outcoming 

arrows or arcs, and therefore used usually for controllable and measurable facts. Output 

node is used usually for final decision v그riable(s) with only incoming arrows or 근res. 

Meanwhile, intermediate node is for concept variable with both incoming and outcoming 

arrows and arcs, therefore linking input nodes to output nodes. B그sed on the notion so far, 

inference with traditional cognitive map can be summarized in the following two steps.

Step 1: Input value calculation

Suppose that /(#, )and <7(tV, ) denote respectively input value and output value of a certain 

concept nodeN:. Also suppose that N'/,j = represent a set of cause nodes for 

node 虬. Then I(Nt) c즈n be calculated as a weighted sum of all the cause nodes for node 

Nj as follows:

/(乩)=区疽〃・。代) (^. 1)

where eJ} : a fuzzy membership value (or causal beliefs value) 
of causal relationship 、-> N,

) : output value (or certainty) for node N"

Step 2: Output value calculation

With /(•此)determined by (Eq. 1), 0{N() representing a certainty value for node Nt is 

computed as follows.

(Eq. 2)

However, critical trouble with this kind of inference with traditional cognitive map is that if all 

the cause nodes for a target node are not known beforehand, decision makers cannot obtain 
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exact output value for the target node. We herein define this synchronization problem. To 

solve this problem, we will suggest a stratification algorithm in which a cognitive map is 

stratified so that all the values of cause nodes do not need to be known beforehand for 

making inference about a target node.

3. Stratification Algorithm

The cognitive map stratification is to stratify a given cognitive map into a properly stratified 

one in which cognitive map can be analyzed more easily and clearly. Especially, the stratified 

cognitive map can resolve the synchronization problem, yielding more exact and natural 

inference results than traditional cognitive map. For the sake of convenience of explaining 

the proposed stratification algorithm, let us describe the following fo니r definitions.

[Definition 1] Let L(N() denote a stratum to which node Nt belongs. Then is 

defined as follows:

□ If Nt is an input node, then = 0.

□ Otherwise, L(N)= MAX,加)+1,

where N\” = is a set of cause nodes affecting

[Definition 2] S나ppose that n is the n니mbe「of nodes in a certain cognitive map. Then n by n 

adjacency matrix A is defined as follows:

[1, if Nt N, ..
Aj = 1 n , 丄丿

[0, otherwise

If a cause-effect matrix E is given, the adjacency matrix A can be alternatively obtained as 

follows.

[0, otherwise

The adjacency matrix for cognitive map shown in Figure 1 is as follows in Figure 3.

N\ n2 n3 M Ns N.
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<0 1 1 0 0 0、

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 1

、0 0 0 0 0 0丿 N&

<Figure 3그 Adjacency matrix for cognitive map shown in Figure 1

[Definition 3] Let F‘denote the number of "fan-in" for node N. implying the number 

of ca니se nodes affecting . Therefore, with n x n adjacency matrix A given, F‘is 

computed as follows:

尸W)=i A}l

尸1

For example, a fan-in vector F1 for cognitive map shown in Figure 1 is

F'=[ F\N,),......,F!(N6) ]=[0,l,l,2,l,2]

[Definition 4] If the number of nodes of a certain cognitive map is n, then r-order 1 by n 

synchronization vector , r = 0,1,2,... is defined as follows:

1, if Ni is an input node .
, Z — 1? 2, ... ? /7. 

0? otherwise

* =7力"•％)+", r>\.

Operator Th() above is called a threshold operator indicating either 1 or 0 depending on the 

value in parenthesis. For example, let B = A and C = Th(B). Then 1 by n vector C is 

computed as follows:

","。四） i = 1,2,. .., n

Letting N"j = i',…S denote cause nodes for node Nf , then r-order 1 by n 

synchronization vector Sr ，「드 1,2,... is comp니ted as follows:
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Jl, if MAX[z（7V；）]<r 

0, otherwise

This equation me그ns that the synchronization vector S： becomes 1 if the stratum of cause 

nodes for Nt is less than r, and otherwise becomes 0. Considering definition 1 근s well as 

the property of synchronization vector above, L（、N「）the stratum of node Ni is newly 

derived as follows:
L{Nl'） = Min[r\S；

On the basis of explanation so far, the proposed stratification algorithm for 그 certain cognitive 

map is listed in Table 1 as Allows;

<Table 1> Stratification Algorithm for cognitive map
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

Step 1 : Obtain 0-order synchronization vector S°
Step 2 : Let r = 1 and

C = set of all the intermediate nodes and output nodes
Step 3 : Compute r-prder 액nchroniz근tion vector Sr like

矿=飒"弗）+，"

Step 4 : Repeat the following process for all Nt e C
IF S； ==1

THEN （
L（N）= r ；

C = C-N「；}
ELSE = unknown.

Step 5 : Check whether the stratum of all the nodes is decided.
IF C ==0 THEN Stop.
ELSE r = r + 1 and goto Step 3.

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

Applying the stratum algorithm to the cognitive map shown in Figure 1,

S° =[ □, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] ==> Z（JV|） = 0.

s' 디 1, 口，口, o, o, 0] ==> Z（M）= 1, 时） = 1

s' =[1, 1, 1,0, D,0]==> 时）=2

* =[1, 1, 1, □, 1,0] ==> L（NQ = 3

* =[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, □] ==> LIN*4
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In other words, it is decided that node N} belongs to stratum 0, N2 and N3 stratum 1, 

N5 stratum 2, stratum 3, and N6 stratum 4. Using this information, the cognitive 

map in Figure 1 c그n de stratified as depicted in Figure 4.

<Figure 4> Stratified cognitive map

From the stratified cognitive map shown in Figure 4, it can be concluded generally th그t input 

node belongs to stratum 0, and the stratum of output node is greater than the strata of cause 

nodes affecting the output node.

4. Proposed FIM

4.1 Basic Inference Process with Stratified Cognitive Map
Before elaboration on the proposed FIM, we suggest a basic inference process with a 

stratified cognitive map. Let us suppose that hyperbolic tangent function is used for 

generating output value of a node Nt In other words, Eq. 2 is converted into the following 

Eq. 3.

。(凡)=tanh [ 7(2V,) ] (Eq. 3)

The reason of using hyperbolic tangent function for computing output value of 그 node like Eq. 

3 is that (1) output value of a node implies a certainty value ranging between 1 and -1 which 

hyperbolic tangent function can yield, (2) output value becomes 0 when input values from 

cause nodes are null, and (3) hyperbolic tangent function is suitable for conservative 

decision-making with a sort of uncertainty existing in concept nodes and causal relationships. 
With the stratified cognitive map, a synchronization problem can be avoided in the w즈y that 
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output value computation is made step by step from lower stratum to higher one. First, the 

input value computation for nodes in stratum ris m그de by Eq. 4 as follows:

Ir=Er CT (Eq. 4)

where I r : vector representing input values for nodes in stratum r,

Or : vector representing output values for all the cause nodes 
with respect to nodes in I r,
Er : matrix consisting of fuzzy membership values 

for causal relationships between nodes in (X and I r.

Especially, Cf is computed via the following Eq. 5

Q=tanh(I「) (Eq. 5)

Ef shown in Eq. 4 can be obtained alternatively by eliminating all the rows from cause-effect 

matrix E except those rows corresponding to nodes in I r, 즈nd then additionally deleting 

columns made up of only zeros. Also nodes belonging to Or correspond to those belonging 

to columns of Er. For illustration, suppose that certainty val니e about a concept node "Arab 

Fundamentalism" (N}) which belongs to stratum 1 is 1. Then, based on the stratified 

cognitive map shown in Figure 4, computational processes using Eq. 4 and 5 are as follows.

O=[")] 니 1]

Ii=[/(m),/(m)]‘=E| •oi=[-i,iy-[i]=[-i,ir
O, =[ O(M), O(M)]' = [ tanh(-l), tanh(l) ]' = [-0.76,0.76 ]'

12 니/(M)]=E2。=[l] [0.76] = [0.76]

O2 =[ O(N5) ] = [ tanh(0.76) ] = [ 0.64 ]

l3=M(M)]=E3 •O3=[l,-l] [-0.76,0.64], = [-1.4]

O3 =[O(7V4)] = [tanh(-1.4)] = [-0.89]

I4=[^6)]=E4 -O4=[-l,-l]-[-0.89,0.647 = [0.25]

O4 = [ Og ] = [ tanh(0.25) ] = [ 0.24 ]

=느그 Final inference result:

[O(N\\ O(N2), o(m), O(M), ON)、O(NQ ]
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=[ 1, -0.76, 0.76, -0.89, 0.64, 0.24]

Therefore, given the situation that Arab Fundamentalism is strong with certainty value 1, 

inference with the stratified cognitive map shown in Figure 4 results in output node 'Stability 

of Lebanese Government' ( 乂)with certainty value .24 showing a rather weak affirmation. 

Note that a concept node 'Stability of Lebanese Government' (N6) belongs to stratum 4, 

implying that it is an output node.

This is comparable with inference with traditional cognitive map shown in Figure 1. 

Suppose that a concept node vector 싀 = (Nn N2, N3, N4, N5, N6). Similar to the inference 

with stratified cognitive map, we assume that Arab Fundamentalism is strong with certainty 

value 1. Therefore,

싀1 = (1 0 0 0 0 0).

Then, applying a threshold criterion of 1/2 suggested by Kosko (1992), inference processes 

with traditional cognitive map in Figure 1 are as follows.

싀1 x 巨 = (0 -1 1 0 0 0) ——> (1 0 1 0 0 0) = N2

where arrow indicates applying 1/2 threshold criterion.

싀2 x 巨 = (0 -1 1 0 1 0) ——> (1 0 1 0 1 0) = N3

싀3 x 트 = (0 -1 1 -1 1 -1) ——> (1 0 1 01 0) = 싀3

It is noted that N3 reaches an equilibrium state. However, this kind of inference result with 

traditional cognitive map is aggregating information too much, failing to show the subtle 

change of related concept nodes. Meanwhile, inference result with the stratified cognitive 

map, (1, -0.76, 0.76, -0.89, 0.64, 0.24) is revealing the delicateness of changes among 

concept nodes including output node.

4.2 FIM with an illustrative example
First of all, it is necessary to introduce a concept of membership function at this moment. If X 

is a collection of objects denoted generically by x, then a f니zzy set 厶 in X is defined as a set 

of ordered pairs:

/ = {(*，丿弓(X))|X€X}

where /zx(x) is called the membership function (or MF for short) for the fuzzy set A. The MF maps 

each element of X to a membership grade (or membership value) between 0 and 1. Based on the 
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concept of MF like this, let us consider an illustrative example which is related to B2B negotiation 
problem. A B2B negotiation problem always occurs whenever an organization attempts to procure raw 
materials. Note that this study focuses on a manufacturing company (or buyer) which is trying to 
purchase raw materials from a seller through the B2B transaction on the Internet The B2B negotiation 
problem requires a great deal of know-how or tacit knowledge. For instance, the procurement 
department of the buyer company has to make a procurement decision under the potential risk of high 
cost and poor quality. To avoid such kind of procurement risk, the buyer company should rely on its 
procurement know-how or tacit knowledge which has been accumulated in the company through a lot 
of B2B transactions. The most valuable know-how related with the B2B transaction is the capability to 
perform high-quality B2B negotiations, analyzing appropriately the intent of other B2B players and 
making appropriate counter-offers to derive the most favorable negotiation term. In B2B electronic 
commerce, a final deal is reached after an array of non-face-to-face negotiation among involved 
entities. During the negotiation, a lot of trading terms are addressed and discussed such as price, 
quantity, payment conditions, delivery time, refund, discount rate, resource availability, labor union's 
cooperation, etc. Those terms are classified into two kinds- structured ones and unstructured ones. 
Structured negotiation terms (SNTs) include crucial negotiation terms such as price, quantity, quality, 
payment conditions, delivery time, etc, while unstructured negotiation terms (UNTs) encompass 
resource availability, labor union's cooperation, and corporate culture, etc. It is noted that SNTs are 
target terms to be negotiated between B2B partners, and should be fully negotiated before reaching a 
final deal. Meanwhile, UNTs encompass such non-negotiable and firms-specific inside conditions as 
labor union's cooperation, bargaining power in the negotiation with raw materials dealers, CEO's 
leadership style, morale level of employees, etc. Both SNTs and UNTs sho나Id be first agreed upon 
between B2B partners before taking more concrete actions.

However, this paper argues that SNTs are not the only term to be considered in B2B negotiation. Our 

research premise is therefore that B2B partners should also contemplate UNTs as well as SNTs to 

investigate their influence to the final agreement from collective viewpoints. It is observed that mulling 

both UNTs and SNTs simultaneously in negotiation is better than taking either UNTs or SNTs. For 

example, a manufacturing company engaging in B2B negotiation is likely to offer a buyer company 

who intends to purchase a relatively large number of products within rather a short period under a 

good payment condition. The manufacturing company may therefore want to pay employees to work 

extra shifts in order to meet a tight delivery schedule. However, whether the employees of the 
manufacturing company would accept such extra shifts or not depends on the level of cooperation of 

company's labor union, which is one of UNTs. Therefore, although an UNT such as labor union's 

cooperation cannot b은 dealt with explicitly in the course of B2B negotiation, it is clear that B2B 

negotiation performance wo너d be enhanced significantly if both UNTs and SNTs are considered with 

balance. The related cognitive map is obtained as shown in Figure 5, with the consultation with five 

B2B experts working in KTNet and EC Plaza.

<Figure 5그 Cognitive map for an illustrative B2B negotiation problem
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To perform what-if analysis with the final cognitive map, adjacency matrix E is first organized as 

follows based on Figure 5.
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<Figure 6그 Adjacency matrix for the cognitive map in Figure 5

FP 'Q 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0、

Tl -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OQ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SP 0 0 ] 0 0 0 ~1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CF 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0

PR 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

E=LU 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

WA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f [ 0 0 0 0

LD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 f I 0 0 0 0

CA 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TD 0 0 0 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IR 0 0 ] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] 0 0 0 0

SS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 E J

BE 0 0 0 0 E"] 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ；

For the sake of brevity, we use acronyms to represent original names of nodes. After stratification of 
cognitive map in Figure 5, we obtained 7 strata where nodes located in 1st stratum include one SNT 

such as Tl(Tightness of Delivery Date), and four UNTs such as LU(Labor Union's Cooperation), 

LD(Labor Disputes), IR(Interest Rate), SS(S니pport to Subsidiary). Target node is IO(lntention to 

Order), Scenario for proving the validity of our proposed FIM is as follows;

SNTs: Ti = 3 days after order placement (0.8)

UNTs: LU = labor union's cooperation (0.7), LD = labor disputes (0.4), IR = interest rate (0.3), SS = 

support to subsidiary (0.8)

Based on this scenario information, inference results without using FIM is shown in Ta이e 1, where 

target node inference value is -0.9978.

FP Tl OQ SP IO CF PR LU WA LD CA TD IR SS BE

so 0 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 0 0.4 0 0 0.3 0.8 0

S 1 0 0.8 0 0.664 0 0 0 0.7 0.37990.4 0 0 0.3 0.8 0

S2 0 0.8 0 0.664 0 0 0 b.7 0.3799 0.4 -0.3627 0 0.3 0.8 -0.664

S3 -0.82190.8 0 0.664 0 0 -0.55670.7 0.3799 0.4 -0.3627 0 0.3 0.8 -0.664

S4 -0.82190.8 0 0.664 0 -0.6135 -0.5567 0.7 0.3799 0.4 -0.3627 0 0.3 0.8 -0.664

S5 -0.82190.8卜0.9837 0.664 0 -0.6135 -0.5567 0.7 0.3799 0.4 -0.3627 -0.3627 0.3 0.8 -0.664
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s 6-0.8219i0.8-0.98370.b64-0.9978-0 &歯@6記7。기0.3799冋爲62가9.3627|0.3。卻話64
—一一——一一L ______ — _______ L__——    I _______ I 〔 丨 ！ I I __!

[Ta비e 1] Inference results without using 디M

However, after incorporating decision maker's judgment about some negotiation terms such as LU, LD, 

FP, and OQ, and applying the proposed FIM, we obtained inference results as shown in Table 2. 

Decision maker's judgment about LI). LD, FP, and OQ is represented in MFs. For example, with the 

aid of MATLAB, S-shaped MF in Figure 7 (a) was used to represent decision maker's judgment about 

both LU and LD. Similarly, another form of S-shaped MF was applied to FP (Figure 7 (b)), while 
trapezoidal MF to OQ (Figure 7 (c)).

o 0.2 04 as ae i
(a) S-Shaped MF for LU and LD (smf(x,[0.2 0.8]))

G5

0

(b) S-Shaped MF for FP (smf(x,[.0.5 0.7]))

OB 

06 

04 

07 

0
」 4)5 0 0.5 1

(c) Trapezoidal MF for OQ (trapmf(x,[-0.5 0.2 0.8 1.2])) 

Figure 7. MFs for LU. LD, FP, OQ

FP Tl OQ SP IO CF PR ! LU WA LD CA TD IR ss BE

SO 0 08 0
丨 1 1

0 0 0 0 i 0.7 0 0.4 0 0 0.3 0.8 0
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[Table 2] Inference results with FIM

S 1 0 0.8 0 0.664 0 0 0 0.94440.2186 0.2222 0 0 0.3 0.8 0
S2 0 0.8 0 0.664 0 0 0 0.94440.2186 0.2222 0.2008 0 0.3 0.8 -0.664

S3 -0.5365 0.8 0 0.664 0 0 -0.3659 0.9444 0.2186 0.2222 0.2008 0 0.3 0.8 -0.664
S4 0 0.8 0 0.664 0 0.2896 -0.3659 0.9 과괘 4 0.2186 0.2222 0.2008 0 0.30.8 -0.664

S5 0 0.8-0.9396 0.664 0 -0.2339 -0.3659 0.9444 0.21860.2222 0.2008 -0.15250.3 0.8 -0.664

S6 0 0.8 0 0.664■ ■0.2339 -0.3659 0.94440.21860.2222 0.2008 -0.1525 0.3 0.8 -0.664

Inference value for target node changed into -0.3944, which is sharply different from -0.9978 in Table 

1. Therefore, the proposed FIM can be used effectively to represent decision maker's judgment in the 

course of inference.

5. Concluding Remarks
Traditional cognitive map is often suffering from a synchronization problem during inference 

with it, which places hindrance to more useful and robust use of cognitive map in various 

decision-making problems. Also, traditional cognitive map suffered from lack of technique for 

representing decision maker's s나bjective judgment. To overcome this pitfalls, we proposed a 

new FIM where stratification algorithm to avoid a synchronization problem of cognitive map 

was suggested, and MF is developed and incorporated in the course of inference.

By using an illustrative B2B example, comparative results were analyzed, revealing that 

inference results with the proposed FIM is more practical in terms of information richness and 

robustness. We are now developing more refined version of FIM,
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